PLATFORM   SANCTIONS
secure in a Western European glass-house. It is for this
reason that I have again and again insisted that the ibreign
policy of our country, with its many and comprehensive
interests, must work tor a comprehensive settlement,
* But if this is to be achieved and there is to be an assur-
ance of lasting peace, there must be a reversal 01" certain
tendencies dominating world politics. Too large a part cst'
the world's wealth is being spent on armaments. States
cannot plead poverty that are straining and twisting the
whole national economy on rearmament. If the world
means to persist in rearmament it will persist in its own
impoverishment.
* The world would act wisely were it to turn from arma-
ments competition to economic co-operation, but Great
Britain cannot put her economic financial resources at the
disposal of other nations if the only result is to be that those
other nations will use our resources to pile up their own
armaments.*
On Spain Eden admitted that t Non-intervention has not
worked as well as we could have wished.  There have been
leakages, even grave breaches, in the agreement; but that is
no reason for abandoning the principle.   Those who advo-
cate its abandonment must face the alternative, and it is
immeasurably grave. M. Blum has spoken of his conviction
that the Non-intervention initiative saved a European war
last August. Is M. Blum right in that conviction ?  I for one
am certainly not prepared to disagree with him'.   If our
objective was still to confine the conflict to its narrowest
limits, this attitude is in conformity with the deep interest
we feel in the maintenance of the integrity of Spain and her
possessions.  e For I need perhaps hardly say that it is a con-
sideration of great moment to us that when Spain emerges
from her present troubles that integrity should remain intact
and unmenaced from any quarter.*
So to the last warning. ' There is a spirit of violence abroad
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